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ABSTRACT: Equatorward excursions of cold polar air masses into ice-free regions, so-called cold-air outbreak (CAO)

events, are frequently accompanied by the development of severemesoscale weather features. Focusing on two key regions,

the Labrador Sea and the Greenland–Norwegian Seas, we apply objective detection for both CAO events and polar me-

soscale cyclones to outline the temporal evolution of CAO events and quantify associated mesoscale cyclogenesis. We

introduce a novel metric, the CAO depth, which incorporates both the static stability and the temperature of the air mass.

The large-scale atmospheric conditions during the onset of CAO events comprise a very cold upper-level trough over the

CAO region and a surface cyclone downstream. As the CAO matures, the cold air mass extends southeastward, accom-

panied by lower static stability and enhanced surface fluxes. Despite the nearly 208 difference in latitude, CAO events over

both regions exhibit similar evolution and characteristics including surface fluxes and thermodynamic structure. About two-

thirds of the identified CAO events are accompanied by polar mesoscale cyclogenesis, with the majority of mesoscale

cyclones originating inside the cold air masses. Neither the duration nor the maturity of the CAO event seems relevant for

mesoscale cyclogenesis. Mesoscale cyclogenesis conditions during CAO events over the Labrador Sea are warmer, moister

and exhibit stronger surface latent heat fluxes than their Norwegian Sea counterparts.
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1. Introduction

In the North Atlantic region heat, moisture, and momentum

exchange between the ocean and atmosphere modulates the

global oceanic heat transport (Buckley and Marshall 2016;

Renfrew et al. 2019). Atmospheric forcing is the main driver

for this local air–sea exchange and intermittent excursions of

cold polar air masses over the open ocean, that is, maritime

cold-air outbreak (CAO) events, account for 60%–80% of the

wintertime ocean heat loss (Papritz and Spengler 2017). In

addition, the effects of mesoscale phenomena, such as bound-

ary layer fronts, orographically driven low-level jets, and polar

mesoscale cyclones (PMCs), can significantly enhance oceanic

heat transport (Pickart et al. 2003; Condron and Renfrew 2013;

Jung et al. 2014). These mesoscale phenomena are frequently

observed in conjunction with CAOs (e.g., Harold et al. 1999;

Drüe and Heinemann 2001; Sergeev et al. 2017) emanating in a

symbiotic forcing of the underlying ocean. The interaction and

combined effect of CAOs and mesoscale phenomena has barely

been examined and is a focus here.

To assess the interaction between CAOs and mesoscale

phenomena, we will outline the characteristics of objectively

identifiedCAOevents over theNorthAtlantic region and their

co-occurrence with PMCs. Our approach is to characterize

CAO events as opposed to the more commonly used gridpoint-

based analysis of CAO conditions. This approach facilitates

examining the temporal evolution of CAO events and quan-

tifying associated PMC development. In addition, we intro-

duce an alternative metric for CAOs, the CAO depth, which

provides a different perspective on the spatial and temporal

evolution of CAOs to the commonly used temperature-

difference-based CAO index.

Adopting a stationary-air-mass perspective on CAOs,

Iwasaki et al. (2014) considered the low-level air mass bounded

by the 280-K isentrope as representative of cold polar air

masses. They identified two key regions associated with a

strong outflow of polar-air-mass fluxes in the Northern

Hemisphere, both located over the source regions of the

midlatitude storm tracks. Note, however, that on shorter time

scales this cold-air outflow is nonstationary and alternates with

poleward intrusions of warm, moist air. Indeed CAOs are a vital

part of the meridional heat exchange between the midlatitudes

and the polar regions, operating in tandemwith warm intrusions

[see Pithan et al. (2018) and references therein]. The meridional

flow that dictates these fluctuations is driven by transient at-

mospheric features, with favorable conditions for maritime

CAOs being in the rear of synoptic-scale cyclones (i.e., in the

cold sector) (Kolstad et al. 2009; Fletcher et al. 2016a).

Maritime CAOs are atmospheric phenomena entailing

equatorward excursions of cold polar air masses over the rel-

atively warm adjacent open ocean. As a consequence, CAOs

often result in extreme air–sea thermal differences contribut-

ing to large heat losses from the underlying ocean (Brümmer

1997; Renfrew andMoore 1999;Wacker et al. 2005). This effect

of CAOs is frequently used to identify maritime CAO condi-

tions. In fact, the bulk of CAO metrics (Kolstad et al. 2009;
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Kolstad 2011; Papritz et al. 2015; Fletcher et al. 2016a) are

based on temperature differences between the surface and the

atmosphere at some level, similar to the bulk formula used in

models to calculate surface fluxes over the ocean. This favors the

paradigm of CAOs being defined as vehicles for air–sea ex-

change, as opposed to excursions of polar air masses. Notice the

distinction between these two perspectives. Using an ‘‘air mass’’

definition requires the air to be cold relative to some benchmark.

Making that benchmark the sea surface temperature (SST)

introduces a geographical condition that results in regions with

climatologically higher SSTs appearing more prone to CAOs.

A focus on air–sea heat exchange is important for the high-

latitude regions, where heat loss from the ocean modulates deep

water formation rates. In theNorthAtlantic localmaxima in surface

sensible heat fluxes during the winter season are located in both the

Fram Strait and the Labrador Sea near the ice edge (Moore et al.

2012). Both maxima can be attributed to CAOs (Papritz and

Spengler 2017). From observations it is evident that the cold air

duringCAOs ismodifiedby the underlying ocean,warming through

upward surface sensible and latent heat fluxes and reducing the air–

sea temperature differencewith fetch (Brümmer 1997;Renfrew and

Moore 1999; Liu et al. 2006). This evolution affects both the air–sea

temperaturedifferenceand theCAOtemperatureandstructure, but

will be seen differently formetrics based on the airmass or based on

the air–sea temperature difference.

Polar mesoscale cyclones (PMCs) are small scale (diameter

of several hundreds of kilometers), short-lived (lifetime be-

tween 9 and 36 h) maritime cyclones developing poleward of

the main baroclinic zone. Polar lows are a subset of PMCs

consisting mostly of longer-lasting, more intense PMCs. Many

polar lows, if not all, develop in the proximity of CAOs (see,

e.g., Shapiro et al. 1987; Douglas et al. 1995; Pagowski and

Moore 2001; Claud et al. 2004; Brümmer et al. 2009; Wagner

et al. 2011; Sergeev et al. 2017). Several climatological studies

have used this single-sided co-occurrence as motivation to use

CAO metrics as a proxy for polar low development, and

compiled climatologies of polar low potential (Kolstad 2006;

Claud et al. 2007; Kolstad 2011; Landgren et al. 2019b).

However, most of these studies fail to address whether CAO

conditions are sufficient for polar low development, which

raises questions as to whether climatological CAO changes are

indicating PMC changes. Landgren et al. (2019a) found a de-

cline in their CAOmetric and a concerted decline in polar low

occurrence, although it should be noted that their selection

criteria for polar lows encompassed the same CAO metric.

Michel et al. (2018) compared their objective PMC climatol-

ogy, which included polar lows, with commonly used CAO

metrics and point out that these CAO metrics are generally a

poor predictor of PMC development. Thus, it remains unclear

how suitable CAOs, and specifically CAO metrics, are as an

indicator of PMC and/or polar low development.

By forcing an ocean-only model with parameterized heat

and momentum exchange representative of PMCs, Condron

and Renfrew (2013) showed that PMCs enhanced dense water

formation and ocean heat transport in the subpolar seas. Along

similar lines, Jung et al. (2014) forced an ocean-only model

with wind fields at different horizontal resolutions and found

that the higher resolution, which resolved more mesoscale

features, resulted in 5%–10% increase in wind-driven gyres

and theAtlantic meridional overturning circulation. Hence the

integral effect of mesoscale atmospheric features appears to be

to enhance the momentum forcing and heat loss from the

ocean. However, some case studies have shown that interac-

tions between CAOs and PMCs can potentially alleviate these

impacts. Papritz and Pfahl (2016) found that latent heat release

associated with several PMCs at the fringes of a CAO quick-

ened the erosion of the CAO air mass and thereby indirectly

reduced the CAO induced heat loss from the underlying ocean.

Thus, insight into the collocation of PMCs and CAOs is in-

strumental for assessing their combined effect on the under-

lying ocean. Here we investigate this by first examining howwe

define CAO conditions and CAO events (section 2), second by

characterizing CAO events (section 3), and then third by

quantifying PMC activity during CAO events (section 4), be-

fore concluding in section 5.

2. Data, definitions, and methods

a. Data

We use ERA5 (Hersbach et al. 2020), the latest reanalysis

product provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), interpolated to a horizontal

resolution of 0.258 (’28 km) and with 3-hourly temporal res-

olution. We focus on the North Atlantic region and consider

extended winter seasons, from November to March, from 2002

to 2018. The selected months cover the peak season for CAOs

(Kolstad et al. 2009), polar mesoscale cyclones (Michel et al.

2018), and polar lows (Noer et al. 2011), while the 16-yr period

has a sufficient number of events to establish robust charac-

teristics. Given the rapid changes in high-latitude regions, for

example the disappearance of the wintertime Oden ice tongue

over the Greenland Sea (Moore et al. 2015), resorting to a

recent period provides a dataset representing the current state

of high-latitude North Atlantic winter conditions. ERA5 is a

relatively new reanalysis product and so has not been exten-

sively evaluated for its ability to represent CAOs, although a

recent analysis of surface layermeteorology and fluxes over the

Iceland and Greenland Seas demonstrates that ERA5 has

generally low biases and is relatively accurate over open water

when compared to buoy, research vessel, and aircraft obser-

vations (Renfrew et al. 2021). In addition, its predecessors have

proven to be reliable and accurate in reproducing CAO con-

ditions in the subpolar North Atlantic (e.g., Renfrew et al.

2009; Harden et al. 2011, 2015) and in detecting polar lows and

PMCs within the constraints of their resolution (e.g., Condron

et al. 2006; Laffineur et al. 2014; Zappa and Shaffrey 2014;

Sergeev 2018).

b. The cold-air outbreak index

A CAO index is defined as follows:

CAO-index
plev

[ u
skt

2 u
plev

(1)

where ‘‘plev’’ indicates a pressure level, uplev the potential

temperature at this pressure level, and uskt the surface skin

potential temperature. This CAO metric is a proxy for the
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sea–air temperature difference induced by CAOs. Numerous

studies utilize this CAO metric, or variations of it, to associate

atmospheric conditions over maritime regions with CAOs

(e.g., Kolstad and Bracegirdle 2008; Kolstad et al. 2009; Papritz

et al. 2015; Fletcher et al. 2016a,b; Kolstad 2017; Papritz and

Sodemann 2018; Landgren et al. 2019a,b).

Figure 1a displays the distribution of the frequency of oc-

currence during the winter season for a positive CAO index at

800 hPa (i.e., CAO-index800 . 0). The spatial distribution

exhibits a strong imprint of the sea surface temperature

(Fig. 1b), with local peak frequencies in areas where cold polar

air masses, originating from ice-covered regions, first encoun-

ter the relatively warm and ice-free ocean in the Labrador Sea

and the Fram Strait. In contrast, the tongue of cold sea surface

temperatures east of Greenland (including the extension

northeast of Iceland) is characterized by low frequencies of

CAO, despite this part of the Greenland Sea experiencing

similar temperature anomalies at 800 hPa to the Fram Strait

area (not shown).

During winter the condition CAO-index800 . 0 is satisfied

most of the time (frequency. 50%) over the Labrador Sea and

the Fram Strait region, with peak frequencies up to 70% and

relatively high frequencies extending downstream. Increasing

plev (i.e., evaluating the air closer to the surface) results in even

higher frequencies of occurrence with similar spatial patterns

(not shown). The spatial pattern of the frequency distribution

resembles the distribution of Papritz and Spengler (2017),

which is based on identification of air-parcel trajectories sat-

isfying uskt . u using ERA-Interim data. Here, using ERA5,

we resolve some more detailed structures due to the higher

spatial resolution. Absolute values for the frequencies of

occurrence in their study are comparable or larger than for

CAO-index800. 0; differences can be attributed to their use of

trajectories below 800 hPa. Thus, positive values of sea–air

temperature difference are the primary condition in winter

over themajority of the North Atlantic maritime region. Given

that the condition uskt . u is more common than not over a

large fraction of the North Atlantic, it is questionable whether

these conditions should be categorized as CAOs—that is, ‘‘. . . a

vigorous equatorward thrust of cold polar air. . . ’’ (AMS

Glossary) over a relatively warm ocean—or whether they

represent a general wintertime situation of relatively low air

temperatures, and arguably labeling them simply as ‘‘cold air’’

(without the addition of ‘‘outbreak’’) is a more appropriate

description.

A common method of distinguishing between these winter

season conditions and more intense CAO conditions is to im-

pose threshold values for the CAO index (Kolstad and

Bracegirdle 2008; Kolstad et al. 2009; Papritz et al. 2015;

Fletcher et al. 2016a,b; Kolstad 2017; Papritz and Spengler

2017; Papritz and Sodemann 2018). For example, Papritz and

Spengler (2017) classify 25% of CAOs moderate, strong, or

very strong using a CAO index . 4K threshold. The winter

mean amplitude of the CAO-index800 . 0 provides a spatial

FIG. 1. (a) Winter-season (November–March 2002–18) occurrence of the CAO index at 800 hPa . 0 and CAO

height, 800 hPa (shading; units: % of time), and the winter-mean (b) surface skin temperature (shading; units: K),

(c) CAO index at 800 hPa only including positive values, i.e., CAO-index800 . 0 (shading; units: K), and (d) CAO

height, i.e., the height of the isentrope with a value equal to the surface skin temperature, only including CAO

height , 800 hPa (shading; units: hPa). Gray lines represent the winter-mean sea ice edge (defined as the sea ice

fraction of 0.2). The rooting regions for identification of CAO events are indicated with red circles in (b).
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blueprint for this selection method (Fig. 1c), illustrating that

regions of higher winter mean values for CAO-index800 (i.e.,

regions favorable for high CAO index values) are located over

the Labrador and the Fram Strait region and rapidly decrease

with distance from the ice edge. This reflects the initially cold

and unmodified air mass encountering the open ocean, after

which the magnitude of the CAO index rapidly decreases with

fetch, due to surface heat exchange with the underlying ocean

and increasing SSTs. Thus, an artifact of this CAO metric is

that imposing a threshold value on the CAO index favors

identifying regions with warmer ocean temperatures adjacent

to the ice edge as more intense CAO conditions.

c. Identification of CAO events

Due to the relatively large differences in the SST adjacent to

ice-covered areas the amplitude of the winter mean CAO-in-

dex800 exhibits large spatial variability, which can be prob-

lematic when using a fixed threshold value to determine CAO

conditions. To sidestep this artifact of the CAO index, we

define a threshold for the CAO index with respect to local

climatological conditions, thereby allowing for identification of

CAO conditions even in regions with relatively low SSTs.

Furthermore, to attribute PMCs to episodic CAOs, we focus

on individual CAO events as opposed to identifying CAO

conditions for a grid point.

We limit our analysis to the two most prominent CAO re-

gions in the North Atlantic, the Labrador Sea and the Fram

Strait region. For both regions, we define a CAO ‘‘rooting

region’’ with a radius of 100 km centered at 608N, 578W (in the

Labrador Sea) and 798N, 6.58W (in the Fram Strait); see circles

in Fig. 1b. These rooting regions are located over the maxima

in the winter-mean CAO index, both in amplitude and fre-

quency. They are also roughly collocated with the local max-

ima in sensible heat flux during the winter and positioned over

the ice-free ocean, adjacent to ice-covered regions (Moore

et al. 2012). We focus on the characteristics of just two regions

to allow a thorough investigation without excessive length;

however, we have also examined CAO over the Iceland Sea

and concluded that our analysis is broadly representative of

other CAO regions.

Identification of the onset and termination of CAO events is

based on time series of the area-averaged CAO-index800 over

the rooting regions, smoothed with a 2-day running mean.

CAO events are designated when the CAO-index800 is greater

than the u threshold, where the u threshold is the local winter

mean plus one standard deviation of the CAO-index800 in the

rooting region. For the Labrador Sea the applied u threshold is

7.5K, while for the Fram Strait region the u threshold is 6.3K.

To eliminate transient events this condition has to be satisfied

for a duration. 24 h. Thus, we define CAO events with respect

to local climatological values over a region with relatively

uniform SST, so as to ensure the identification of intense and

persistent events.

d. The cold-air outbreak depth

Associating PMCs with CAOs requires a measure for the

spatial extent of the CAO air mass. Iwasaki et al. (2014) used

an isentropic perspective and nominated the air below a fixed

isentropic level as the CAO air mass, whereas Papritz and

Spengler (2017) designate trajectories as belonging to the

CAOairmass as long as their potential temperature is less than

the surface skin potential temperature. Inspired by these ap-

proaches we define a novel metric, the height of the CAO as the

vertical level where the potential temperature equals the sea

surface skin potential temperature (i.e., the CAO height is the

pressure level where u 5 uskt). Accordingly, the pressure-

thickness of the CAO air mass is defined as the CAO depth 5
sfcplev 2 CAO height, with sfcplev being the pressure at sea

level. Note that the CAO height is equivalent to CAO-

indexplev 5 0, with ‘‘plev’’ being the CAO height. Thus, the

frequency of occurrence is identical for CAO-index800 . 0K

and CAO height , 800 hPa (Fig. 1a).

The amplitude of the CAO height , 800 hPa exhibits a

rather different spatial distribution compared to the amplitude

of the CAO-index800 . 0 (cf. Figs. 1c and 1d). For a CAO, as

the fetch over the ocean increases, both the temperature and

the depth of the neutrally stratified layer increase; conse-

quently maxima in the CAO height are not necessarily con-

fined to warm SSTs along the sea ice edge, but can also occur

climatologically downstream. This is especially clear down-

stream (southeast) of the Fram Strait region over the

Norwegian–Barents Sea, where there is a local maximum, but

it is also evident in the Labrador Sea, where larger values of the

CAO height extend into the Irminger Sea. Note that the spatial

distributions of the frequency of occurrence of CAO condi-

tions (Fig. 1a) are more like that of the CAO height (Fig. 1d)

than of the CAO index (Fig. 1c).

Given the underlying SST, the CAO depth reflects the po-

tential temperature and the static stability of the air mass,

whereas the CAO index reflects the potential temperature at a

single level. Following a CAO downstream, the cold air mass

warms so the air–sea temperature difference decreases; and the

CAO atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) height asymptotes

toward a constant level with downstream distance (e.g., Chang

and Braham 1991; Renfrew and King 2000). At some point, the

sea–air temperature difference will cross the CAO index

threshold and this marks the limit of the CAOby this metric. In

contrast, the CAO depth represents an ‘‘integrated’’ measure.

Consequently, the CAO depth metric is more directly related

to the CAO air mass itself, but is perhaps more reliant on

model parameterizations of ABL turbulence in determining

the level where u 5 uskt.

This difference is illustrated in Fig. 2, which displays the

spatial distribution of the frequency of occurrence of CAOs for

comparable CAO metric thresholds. Both chosen thresholds

have a frequency range up to 20% and so capture ‘‘intense’’

CAO conditions (Papritz and Spengler 2017; Fletcher et al.

2016a). The spatial extent for the CAO index frequency metric

is confined to warm SSTs next to the sea ice, whereas the extent

the CAO height frequency metric covers the downstream de-

velopment areas of the CAO air mass. The differences in

spatial extent provided by the two metrics are relevant when

considering for example the area-integrated air–sea exchange

associated with CAO events, or the attribution of precipitation

to CAOs (which has a tendency to increase downstream;

Papritz and Sodemann 2018), or in this case identifying a
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coincidence of PMCs and CAOs, as PMCs do not necessarily

develop at peak CAO-index800 locations.

To further illustrate the relationship between and implica-

tions of using either metric, we consider the CAO-index800 and

CAO height over the rooting region in the Labrador Sea

(Fig. 3). Any CAO-index800 is associated with a range of CAO

heights and vice versa; the upper and lower bounds of this

range are limited by the lower-tropospheric stratification,

which varies between moderate to strongly stratified over the

rooting region. Imposing threshold values (exemplified by the

thresholds used in Fig. 2, marked as solid lines in Fig. 3) indi-

cates that besides the large overlap, there are CAO points that

meet only one or the other of the CAOmetric thresholds. The

histogram of the CAO height is skewed with a relatively large

tail to lower pressure values (i.e., higher altitude; gray histo-

gram on the right in Fig. 3). In contrast, the histogram of the

CAO index metric is more symmetric (i.e., closer to a normal

distribution). We interpret this difference as the CAO height

more readily capturing extreme CAO conditions and thus

providing a better indication of extreme events than the CAO

index. Negative values of the CAO index still correspond to a

CAO height; that is, the pressure level for uskt is above the

surface, where the stratification determines the magnitude and

sign of the air–sea temperature difference.

The choices of both the pressure level and threshold for the

CAO index impact the spatial distribution of CAO conditions

by this metric. Imposing higher thresholds shifts the distribu-

tion toward the ice edge, whereas increasing the pressure level

shifts the distribution toward regions with larger magnitudes of

the CAOdepth. For example, Kolstad et al. (2009) andKolstad

(2011) used the CAO-index700 and thus their climatology

shows high frequency of occurrences over the Norwegian and

Barents Sea, but lacks a peak over the Fram Strait due to their

choice of plev5 700 hPa. In contrast, changing the CAO depth

pressure threshold predominantly changes the frequency of

occurrence rather than the distribution.

e. Detecting polar mesoscale cyclones

The identification of polar mesoscale cyclones (PMCs) is

based on the cyclone detection and tracking algorithm of

Watanabe et al. (2016). This algorithm has been designed

specifically for tracking mesoscale cyclones and has been used

successfully to compile PMC datasets in different regions, such

as over the Japan Sea (Watanabe et al. 2016, 2017) and the

Nordic seas (Sergeev 2018). Cyclone detection is based on

determining local vorticity maxima at 900 hPa, while the

tracking is performed by connecting the evolving vortices using

first guesses from the ambient wind field. The algorithm uses

several criteria to distinguish between synoptic-scale cyclones,

mesoscale cyclones, and frontal structures [for details, see

Watanabe et al. (2016)].

FIG. 2. Grid-point-based frequency of occurrence during the winter season (shading; units: % of time) for (a) the

CAO index at 800 hPa. 8K and (b) CAO height, 650 hPa. The gray lines indicate the winter-mean sea ice edge.

FIG. 3. Scatterplot of the instantaneous (3-hourly) CAO-index800
(units: K) vs CAO height (units: hPa) during the winter-season

(November–March 2002–18) area averaged over the Labrador Sea

rooting region (see Fig. 1b), distinguishing between winter-season

values (gray) and during CAO events (purple; CAO events as

defined in section 2c). (top),(right) Normalized histograms (bars)

and their corresponding kernel density estimation (solid line). The

CAOheight5 650 hPa and CAO-index8005 8K aremarked in the

scatterplot with horizontal and vertical lines, respectively.
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In this study, mesoscale cyclones are filtered from the rest of

the tracks using the following criteria: (i) maritime: genesis

over the ice-free ocean (distance from land and/or sea ice .
100 km) and.50% of lifetime over open water, (ii)mesoscale:

.80%of lifetime classified as ‘‘mesoscale cyclone’’ [for details,

see Watanabe et al. (2016)], (iii) nonstationary: distance be-

tween genesis and lysis of at least 300 km, and (iv) polar: gen-

esis on the cold side of the main polar front (potential

vorticity. 2 PVU at 315K, for an area averaged over a radius

of 200 km; 1 PVU 5 1026 K kg21m2 s21).

This yields a PMC dataset containing longer-lived maritime

PMCs, including the strongest PMCs (polar lows), while ex-

cluding cyclones and frontal structures associated with the main

storm track. Polar lows are a subset of winter season PMCs, and

the tracking algorithm identifies matches for the majority of

polar lows (.80%) in satellite-based datasets when applied to

ERA5 output over the Nordic seas region (Sergeev 2018).

3. Cold-air outbreak events

In total we identified 93 (95) CAO events in the Labrador

Sea (Fram Strait) region over 16 extended-winter seasons or

in other words 5.86 2.6 (5.96 2.4) CAO events (mean6 one

standard deviation) per season for each region. The median

and the lower and upper quartiles of the duration of CAO

events were 3.0, 1.9, and 4.8 (2.5, 1.8, and 4.1) days, respec-

tively (see Fig. 4 and Table 1). The time scales for CAO events

reflect synoptic-scale forcing; occasionally CAO events can

last for more than a week, in either region, which is likely

related to persistent large-scale atmospheric conditions, such

as blocking. Papritz (2017) also defined CAO events over the

Irminger Sea with respect to local climatological values, and

found considerably more CAO events per season; however,

he assigned events to individual peak values, so that during

longer-lasting CAO conditions several events were counted

when we would count just a single event.

a. Characteristics of cold-air outbreak events over the

rooting regions

Atmospheric conditions during CAO events, as defined in

section 2, represent persistent deviations from the local

climatological mean of anomalously cold air in the lower tropo-

sphere.During thewinter seasonCAOevents occur 15%6 9%and

13% 6 7% of the time over the Labrador Sea and Fram Strait

region, respectively. In Fig. 5 we compare the atmospheric condi-

tions during CAO events to those of the winter season for the two

rooting regions (see Fig. 1b for locations), noting that atmospheric

conditions during CAO events are a subset of the winter season

conditions. In general, due to the choice of defining CAO events as

anomalous conditions from the winter mean, the distributions of

most variables are much narrower during CAO events than during

the winter season. Interestingly, the distributions for the two regions

are rather similar during the winter season, as well as during CAO

events, which is remarkable given the nearly 208 difference in lati-

tude between the regions.

Not surprisingly, CAO events are characterized by cold and

dry conditions, with the total column water vapor reducing to

less than half the winter median and temperatures at 800 hPa

around 9K lower during CAO events (Figs. 5a,b). CAO events

over Fram Strait are only slightly colder and drier than over the

Labrador Sea. The cold conditions in the lower troposphere

FIG. 4. Histogram of the duration of CAO events (units: days) for

the Labrador Sea and the Fram Strait region.

TABLE 1. Characteristics of cold-air outbreaks (CAOs) and polar mesoscale cyclones (PMCs) during winter (November–March 2002–

18). Three selection criteria are used: CTL is the control configuration as described in section 2; nonMAR includes nonmaritime PMCs, so

those with genesis over sea ice or orography; and proxCAO dispenses with the proximity restriction for PMCs being close to CAOs. The

mean plus and minus one standard deviation are shown for CAO and PMCs per winter. The median and, in parentheses, the lower and

upper percentiles are shown for CAO duration and PMCs per CAO event. Deviations from CTL are in boldface.

Labrador Sea Fram Strait

CTL nonMAR proxCAO CTL nonMAR proxCAO

No. of CAO events (total) 95 95 95 93 93 93

CAOs per winter 5.8 6 2.6 5.8 6 2.6 5.8 6 2.6 5.9 6 2.4 5.9 6 2.4 5.9 6 2.4

CAO duration (days) 3.0 (1.9, 4.8) 3.0 (1.9, 4.8) 3.0 (1.9, 4.8) 2.5 (1.8, 4.1) 2.5 (1.8, 4.1) 2.5 (1.8, 4.1)

PMCs total 1654 2161 1654 1240 1823 1240

PMCs during CAOs 235 334 275 167 244 214

PMCs per winter 103 6 24 135 6 28 103 6 24 77 6 12 114 6 13 77 6 12

PMCs per winter during CAO 15 6 13 21 6 16 17 6 15 10 6 7 15 6 10 13 6 9
PMCs per CAO event 1 (0, 3) 2 (1, 5) 2 (0,4) 1 (0, 2.5) 2 (0, 4) 2 (0, 3)

CAOs without PMCs (%) 30 24 29 37 27 29
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during CAO events are accompanied by a reduced tropo-

spheric depth, as evident from the reduced potential temper-

atures at the dynamical tropopause (2 PVU; Fig. 5c).

In both regions the winter median CAO-index800 is positive,

and increases on average to about 10K during CAO events

(Fig. 5d). The CAO depth during CAO events is around

380 hPa, with occasionally very high (.500 hPa) values during

CAO events over the Labrador Sea (Fig. 5e). Related to the

CAO depth is the boundary layer height, which is deeper over

the Labrador Sea than the Fram Strait both during the winter

season and during CAO events, with deeper boundary layers

over both regions during CAO events due to the larger surface

heat fluxes generating enhanced thermally driven mixing and

pumping up the boundary layer (Fig. 5f). Note that a negative

CAO-index800 does not necessarily imply downward surface

sensible heat fluxes, as the near-surface air temperature, and

thus the air–sea temperature difference, depends on the static

stability of the atmosphere.

Indeed, during the winter season the surface sensible heat

fluxes rarely become negative. Surface sensible heat fluxes

during CAO events are on average more than twice as large

as the winter median; taking into account the distribution of

surface sensible heat fluxes, the difference between winter

season and CAO events is even larger, as the distribution

of the winter season surface sensible heat fluxes is skewed

toward low values (Fig. 5g). Median surface sensible heat

fluxes during CAO events over the rooting region are around

250–270Wm22, which is similar to the mean sensible heat

flux just off the ice edge found by Papritz and Spengler (2017)

in their ‘‘Svalbard’’ region. As pointed out by Renfrew and

Moore (1999) and Papritz et al. (2015), the cold temperatures

during CAO conditions essentially provide an upper limit for

latent heat fluxes during CAO conditions, explaining the

moderate increase in latent heat fluxes during CAO events,

compared to the sensible heat fluxes, and the relatively large

overlap between the distribution during the winter season

and CAO events (Fig. 5h).

The distribution of the wind speed at 800 hPa during CAO

events is rather similar to the winter season distribution,

although over the Labrador Sea the relative frequency of oc-

currence for stronger wind speeds is higher during the winter

season, likely due to extratropical cyclones entering the

Labrador Sea from the south (Fig. 5i). This finding is in contrast

to Kolstad (2017), who found an increase in wind speed during

CAO conditions in the NorthAtlantic subpolar seas. However,

in his study variables are area-averaged over the respective

ocean basins and he points out that the enhanced wind speeds

during CAO conditions in these regions are attributable to

interactions with local orography (e.g., the Greenland tip jet

for the Labrador Sea and Irminger Sea region; cf. Moore and

Renfrew 2005), and thus the enhanced wind speeds during

CAOs in Kolstad (2017) are primarily related to mesoscale

features associated with the CAOs, rather than an enhanced

translation velocity of the CAO air mass itself.

b. An illustrative cold-air outbreak event

To gain some familiarity with our collection of CAO events

and PMCs, we briefly describe the evolution of a CAO event

over the Fram Strait region during which multiple mesoscale

cyclones developed.

The onset of the event is associated with a large-scale cold

upper-level trough over the rooting region and two small

synoptic-scale cyclones, one just off theNorwegian coast and the

other over the Barents Sea. Together they maintain a weak

northerly flow over the Fram Strait and the Greenland Sea re-

gion, quasi-parallel to the coast ofGreenland during the onset of

the CAO event (Fig. 6a). Initially, the CAO depth is at or below

200 hPa nearly everywhere, except just off the ice edge over

Fram Strait and the Barents Sea, with relative high values of

CAO-index800 only over the rooting region. At this stage strong

surface sensible and latent heat fluxes (.200Wm22) are con-

fined to regions north of and along the western coast of Svalbard

(not shown).

Two days later, at the midpoint of the CAO event, the cy-

clone next to the Norwegian coast has dissipated, and themean

low-level flow conditions over the Greenland, northern

Norwegian, and Barents Seas are dominated by a weak

synoptic-scale cyclone centered over Franz Josef Land, and are

encompassed by the CAO air mass. The maritime region south

and southeast of the rooting area (Fram Strait) is characterized

by a CAO depth . 400 hPa. During the first half of the CAO

event several mesoscale cyclones developed in proximity to the

CAO air mass (their tracks are shown in Figs. 6c, 6d, and 6f).

The downstream progression of the CAO air mass results in

significant surface turbulent heat and moisture exchange over

the Greenland, northern Norwegian, and Barents Seas

(Fig. 6d), and in addition the strong wind speeds and temper-

ature anomalies associated with the PMCs locally enhance the

surface fluxes. In fact, the surface latent heat fluxes associated

with the PMCs are comparable to values along the ice edge.

Toward the end of the CAO event, the CAO air mass has

progressed farther southward and thus the deepest CAO

depths are found farther downstream, with larger values

(.500 hPa) extending all the way to the Norwegian coast and

into the Barents Sea (Fig. 6e). In conjunction with this CAO

development the region of high surface sensible and latent heat

fluxes extends to the Norwegian coast (not shown). Notice the

marked zone of confluence at the southwestern boundary of

the CAO air mass, where warmer air associated with the

southerly flow over Iceland impinges on the CAO air mass,

resulting in a distinct boundary between the two air mass and

thus a strong gradient in the CAO depth (and surface fluxes;

not shown).

Altogether, this case illustrates the utility of our identifica-

tion of CAO events based on a rooting region and deviations

from the climatological mean, as well as the behavior of the two

CAO metrics during a CAO event. The CAO depth increases

during the evolution of the air mass with its peak location

propagating downstream as the air mass matures (i.e., it

evolves with the CAO air mass). In contrast, the CAO index is

more spatially fixed with peak values confined to higher SSTs

closer to the sea ice. Figure 6b shows a satellite image repre-

sentative of the midpoint of the CAO event. In it, the meso-

scale cyclonic cloud signatures are easily identifiable and

correspond to the PMCs automatically detected in the low-

level vorticity field (Fig. 6f), illustrating the ability of ERA5
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and the PMC-tracking scheme to resolve and track such me-

soscale cyclone development.

c. Temporal evolution of cold-air outbreak events

We now examine the temporal evolution of CAO events for

both rooting regions by using composites of our collection of

CAO events. For simplicity we consider only three phases: the

onset and decay are defined as the times when the CAO-in-

dex800 in the rooting region crosses the threshold value, and the

midpoint is halfway through the event. Recall that the mean

duration of our CAO events is about 3–4 days, but the range of

durations is from 1 to 18 days. Note that prior to an event onset

weaker CAO conditions can occur; furthermore, the intensity of

the CAO-index800 over the rooting region usually waxes and

wanes during CAO events (not shown). Keeping in mind these

limitations, the composites provide some insights in the atmo-

spheric configuration and temporal evolution of CAO events.

The composite of CAO events over the Labrador Sea is

characterized by a synoptic-scale cyclone positioned between

Iceland and southeast Greenland, so the accompanying low-

level flow pattern is parallel to the Labrador Sea basin

(Fig. 7a). The onset of CAO events is accompanied by a cold

upper-level trough (Fig. 7b), centered just north of the rooting

region, and thus the flow direction at 500 hPa is nearly per-

pendicular to the low-level wind direction over the rooting

region. The off-ice flow of cold continental air over the

Labrador Sea results in strong surface heat fluxes, which in-

tensify and extend farther eastward as the CAO matures

(Figs. 7b,d,f). The downstream development of the CAO air

mass seems to be dominated by the circulation of the synoptic

low and, after passing the southern tip of Greenland, it is de-

flected into the Irminger Sea; meanwhile the upper-level

trough extends in the direction of the low-level CAO air

mass as the CAO matures. Thus, in addition to effectively

extracting heat from the ocean in the Labrador Sea, these

events are also associated with enhanced surface heat fluxes

over the Irminger Sea. This extension of CAO air masses

originating in the Labrador Sea into the Irminger Sea region

was previously noted by Moore and Renfrew (2005), Sproson

et al. (2008), Kolstad et al. (2009), and Våge et al. (2009). The

deflection of the cold air mass by Greenland results in en-

hanced wind speeds along the tip of Greenland, features

FIG. 5. Characteristics of CAO rooting regions over the Labrador Sea (LS; blue) and the Fram Strait (FS; red) during the winter season

(November–March 2002–18); for locations see Fig. 1b. Values are area averaged over a radius of 100 km; shown are kernel density

estimates for each variable (as labeled) during the winter season (dashed lines) and during CAOevents (solid lines).Median values for the

respective distributions are marked with thin lines and noted in parentheses in the legend.
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FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of an exemplar CAO case. (left) CAO depth (shading; units: hPa), mean sea level

pressure (red lines; units: hPa), CAO-index800 (contour interval: 2 K; yellow lines), CAO depth 5 350 hPa (blue

line), and velocity vectors at 800 hPa during the (a) onset, (c) midpoint, and (e) decay of the CAO event. (right)

Shown at the midpoint of the CAO event are (b) an AVHRR satellite image at 0429 UTC 13 Dec 2015; (d) surface

sensible heat flux (shading; units: W m22), surface latent heat flux (blue lines; units: W m22), and geopotential

height at 500 hPa (blue lines; units: m); and (f) relative vorticity at 900 hPa (shading; units:31024 s21) andmean sea

level pressure (blue lines; units: hPa). Gray lines indicate the sea ice edge and the tracks of detected PMCs are

indicated with thick lines (orange/cyan/blue), filled circles represent the genesis location, open circles the lysis

location, with 3 indicating the PMCs’ location at the respective time stamp.
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FIG. 7. Composites for CAO events rooting over the Labrador Sea (November–March 2002–18) for the (a),(b)

onset, (c),(d) midpoint, and (e),(f) decay phase of the CAO events. (left) CAO depth (shading; units: hPa), mean

sea level pressure (red lines; units: hPa), wind at 800 hPa (arrows; see reference vector), and CAO-index800 (yellow

lines; units: K). (right) Surface sensible heat fluxes (shading; units: W m22), surface latent heat fluxes (thin blue

lines; units: W m22), and geopotential height at 500 hPa (blue lines; units: m). Thick gray lines indicate the sea ice

edge (sea ice 5 0.2).
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known as westerly tip jets, with enhanced oceanic heat ex-

traction along the tip jet region (Doyle and Shapiro 1999;

Moore and Renfrew 2005). The composites for intense CAO

events over the Labrador Sea strongly resemble the composites

from Våge et al. (2009) of westerly Greenland tip jet events.

Hence, not only are these tip jets preceded by CAO events, but

CAO events are also associated with the presence of westerly

tip jets.

Papritz (2017) considered CAO events over the Irminger

Sea. He imposed a threshold on the CAO index . 4K,

whereafter CAO events are defined by the 95th percentile. His

composite of westerly events is rather different than compos-

ites for our CAO events originating over the Labrador

Sea. According to his study, the strongest local anomalous air–

sea temperature differences are associated with flow off

Greenland’s ice sheet (i.e., katabatic flows). CAO air masses

originating over the Labrador Sea and subsequently pro-

gressing into the Irminger Sea experience a significantly longer

fetch over the open ocean compared to local katabatic flow

reaching the Irminger Sea. Thus, these maritime CAO air

masses do not exhibit the largest air–sea temperature differ-

ences over the Irminger Sea. Yet their heat extraction from the

ocean occurs for a much longer duration and covers a larger

spatial extent than katabatic flows (Oltmanns et al. 2014);

furthermore, their higher temperatures increase the potential

for stronger surface latent heat fluxes.

The composite evolution of CAO events originating over

the Fram Strait region also features a synoptic-scale low to the

east of the CAO rooting region and an upper-level trough to-

ward the north (Figs. 8a,b). Similar to the Labrador Sea com-

posite the circulation associated with this low pressure system

deflects the downstream evolution of the CAO air mass

southward and eastward, in this case into the Barents Sea. The

synoptic-scale low is located such that the southerly compo-

nent of the low extends into the Iceland Sea, resulting in the

CAO air mass extending well into the Greenland and

Norwegian Seas. High surface heat fluxes are initially confined

to the Greenland Sea, but extend all the way to the Norwegian

coast as the CAO progresses, with a clear imprint of the un-

derlying sea surface temperatures (e.g., evident in the banded

structure of strong surface fluxes over the Greenland Sea).

Peak surface fluxes are found over the rooting region, whereas

farther downstream a large area experiencesmoderate sensible

heat fluxes, accompanied by comparable surface latent heat

fluxes. Notice the development of a cyclone over Iceland,

supplying warm, moist air from the south and resulting in a

distinct boundary of the CAO air mass over the Iceland and

Norwegian Seas.

4. Polar mesoscale cyclogenesis during cold-air outbreak
events

a. Collocation of PMCs and CAO events

We now examine the collocation of CAO events and PMCs.

Note that our collection of CAO events is based on the two

specified rooting regions, so it does not include CAO events

that may be significant in the respective ocean basins if they do

not impact the rooting regions. For the Labrador Sea and Fram

Strait regions the spatial extents of the composite CAO air

masses are used as a guide to define larger regions of interest

(see boxes in Fig. 9). For consistency we will refer to these

domains by their respective rooting regions. PMCs are attrib-

uted to CAO events if their genesis is located within these

respective regions during a CAO event and in the proximity

of a cold air mass. The proximity condition is satisfied if the

PMC is within 150 km of a CAO (defined as where the CAO

height , 800 hPa). This condition was chosen after inspection

of several case studies.

In total we detect 1654 (1240) PMCs during the 16 winter

seasons (2002–18) over the Labrador Sea (Fram Strait) region,

of which 235 (167) are linked to our collection of CAO events.

The area of the ice-free maritime region in the Labrador Sea is

about twice the size of the Fram Strait region; hence, despite

lower absolute values, the PMC genesis density is larger in the

Fram Strait region. Figure 9 displays the PMC tracks that are

associated with our collection of CAO events. They do not

tend to cluster, but rather cover the entire region encompassed

by the CAO air masses as identified by the composite analysis

(see Figs. 7 and 8). Noteworthy is the relatively low number of

PMCs over the Greenland Sea (i.e., over the cold waters next

to the sea ice east of Greenland) and a higher number of PMCs

over the adjacent Norwegian Sea, hinting at the role of SSTs

for PMC initiation during CAO events.

Recall that during the winter season CAO events based on

sustained CAO conditions over the rooting regions occur 15%

6 9% and 13%6 7% of the time, for the Labrador Sea and the

Fram Strait region, respectively. The PMC genesis associated

with these CAO events is only 14% 6 10% for both regions.

Thus, the fraction of winter season PMCs that develop during

these CAO events is similar to the CAO event frequency. The

average PMC genesis per day during the winter season is 0.68

6 0.16 (0.516 0.08) for the Labrador Sea (Fram Strait) region,

and associated with the identified CAO events is 0.58 6 0.27

(0.46 6 0.23), respectively. Hence, the mean PMC genesis

during these CAO events is slightly reduced for both regions

compared to the winter season, likely due to the restricting

requirement of the proximity of a CAO.

We have also examined the numbers of PMCs per CAO

event and these are rather similar for the two regions (Fig. 10a).

Both regions have a peak of zero PMCs (30% and 37% of

CAOevents for the Labrador Sea and the Fram Strait regions),

with 1 or 2 PMCs per CAO event more common than higher

numbers of PMCs. The median and lower and upper quartiles

of PMCs per CAO event are 1, 0, and 3 over the Labrador Sea

and 1, 0, and 2.5 over the Fram Strait region (Table 1). We also

considered the rate of PMC genesis (day21) as this controls for

the different durations of CAO events. When we ignore CAO

events without PMCs, the rate of PMC genesis during CAO

events is approximately normal (Fig. 10b). The median and

lower and upper quartiles are 0.63, 0.42, and 0.98 day21 for the

Labrador Sea and 0.66, 0.51, and 0.93 day21 for the Fram Strait

region, thus remarkably similar for the two regions. Longer

CAO events have more PMCs, but this is due to their duration;

the cyclogenesis rate is comparable to shorter CAO events.
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Thus, the longevity of a CAO event is not related the rate of

PMC genesis.

PMCs develop throughout CAO events, with a marginal

preference for more PMCs during the first half of CAO events

over the Fram Strait region and during the second half of CAO

events over the Labrador Sea region (Fig. 11). The first

occurrence of a PMC during a CAO event is predominantly in

the first third of the CAO event in both regions.

Our collection of PMCs, based on the selection criteria de-

scribed in section 2, includes only PMC genesis over the ice-

free ocean. However, previous studies have shown that both

sea ice and orography can play a role in polar low genesis (e.g.,

FIG. 8. Composites for CAO events rooting over the Fram Strait (November–March 2002–18) for the (a),(b)

onset, (c),(d) midpoint, and (e),(f) decay phase of the CAOevents. (left) CAOdepth (shading; unit: hPa), mean sea

level pressure (red lines, units: hPa), wind at 800 hPa (arrows, see reference vector), and CAO-index800 (yellow

lines; unit: K). (right) Surface sensible heat fluxes (shading; unit: Wm22), surface latent heat fluxes (thin blue lines;

unit:Wm22), and geopotential height at 500 hPa (thin blue lines; unit: m). Thick gray lines indicate the sea ice edge

(sea ice 5 0.2).
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Pagowski and Moore 2001; Sergeev et al. 2018). Including

nonmaritime PMC genesis increases the number of PMCs per

CAO events by about 40% (Table 1). However, even with the

inclusion of these additional PMCs, the number of CAOevents

without PMCs remains significant, namely 24% (27%) for the

Labrador Sea (Fram Strait) region.

We have also tested the effect of restricting our PMCs to be

proximal to CAO conditions. Using the criterion of being

proximal (i.e., the distance to a CAO depth of 800 hPa ,
150 km) includes 85% (78%) of PMCs in the Labrador Sea

(Fram Strait) basin, so most PMCs develop inside or in close

proximity of the CAOair mass. Here we ease this restriction by

including any PMCs in the region during CAO events. This

slightly enhances the total number of detected PMCs during a

CAO event, over both locations, although roughly a third of

the CAO events (29%) remain without PMCs (Table 1).

Overall our results indicate that CAO events are a rather

poor predictor of PMC genesis. In roughly a third of all

CAO events no PMC development occurred. The lack of

PMC genesis during these events potentially contributes to a

relatively large interseasonal variation in CAO-related cy-

clogenesis. These findings also explain why Michel et al.

(2018) did not find a good match between PMC genesis and

several CAO metrics. In short, PMC genesis rates during

CAO are comparable to those during the winter season

generally. Note that these findings are similar for both re-

gions independently, and also for other regions we have

examined.

b. Characteristics of polar mesoscale cyclone genesis

We now consider the genesis conditions of PMCs that de-

velop during CAO events and during the entire winter season;

here we use PMCs as defined in section 2, where their genesis is

over the ice-free ocean. Note that PMCs during CAO events

are a subset of PMCs during the winter season.

In line with the developing cold air mass, PMC genesis

conditions during CAO events are generally 4–5K colder and

significantly dryer than during the winter season (Figs. 12a,b).

Labrador Sea PMC genesis takes place in a warmer and

moister environment than Fram Strait PMC genesis, both

during the winter season and during CAO conditions.

Climatologically the height of the tropopause decreases with

latitude, and this is reflected in the distribution of potential

temperature at the dynamical tropopause during winter season

PMC genesis, as the more southerly region (the Labrador Sea)

exhibits a wider distribution including higher potential tem-

peratures at the dynamical tropopause (Fig. 12c). During CAO

events these distributions become more similar, with both

showing low potential temperatures at the dynamical tropo-

pause (i.e., low tropopause heights) during PMC genesis. Note

that we used a value of 2 PVU at 315K (see section 2) to ex-

clude mesoscale cyclones associated with the main baroclinic

jet, hence the lack of PMC genesis with higher potential tem-

peratures at the dynamical tropopause.

The median CAO index during PMC genesis is 1.8

(2.7) K for the two regions, but note that a significant fraction

of PMCs occur during a negative CAO index, together with a

rather large overlap between winter season and CAO-related

PMC genesis conditions (Fig. 12d). This demonstrates one

limitation of using the CAO index metric for associating CAO

events and PMCs.With increasing fetch over the open ocean, a

CAO air mass is modified by surface energy exchange; typi-

cally the air mass warms and moisture content increases, re-

sulting in a destabilization and deepening of the atmospheric

boundary layer (e.g., Brümmer 1997). In agreement with this

scenario, PMC genesis associated with CAO events has a re-

duced low-level static stability, calculated as the vertical gra-

dient of potential temperature between 950 and 700 hPa,

compared to winter mean PMC genesis (Fig. 12i). Reduced

static stability is also reflected by a greater CAO depth, with

the median shifted more than 120 hPa, for PMC genesis during

CAO conditions (Fig. 12e), as well as in increased boundary

layer heights (Fig. 12f). The greater CAO depths also imply

that PMC genesis predominantly takes place inside the air

mass during CAO events, as opposed to at the periphery.

Notice that the shapes of the histograms for the CAO depth

FIG. 9. Tracks of polar mesoscale cyclones developing during

CAOevents in (a) the Labrador Sea and (b) the FramStrait region.

Individual tracks are shown by lines, filled circles indicate the

genesis, and open circles the lysis location. Red lines indicate the

boundaries of the respective regions. The thick solid line corre-

sponds to the winter-mean sea ice edge (sea ice 5 0.2).
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and static stability are similar in both regions, both for PMC

genesis during CAO events or during the winter season.

CAO events are often associated with anomalous surface

heat and moisture exchange due to the large air–sea tem-

perature differences, and this is reflected in the surface

energy exchange for PMC genesis during CAO events

(Figs. 12g,h). The distribution of the surface heat flux is

shifted toward higher values, with median surface sensible

heat fluxes around 80–90Wm22 during PMC genesis. The

distributions for surface sensible heat fluxes and CAO in-

dex are rather similar for both regions, reflecting that the

air–sea temperature differences are similar during PMC

genesis for both regions. However, the atmosphere is

warmer over the Labrador Sea during PMC genesis, and

this warmer atmosphere allows higher surface latent heat

fluxes in the Labrador Sea region than in the Fram Strait

region (Fig. 12h). Plausible explanations for the interbasin

differences include the higher SSTs in the Labrador Sea

region compared to the Fram Strait region, in particular

downstream of the rooting region (see Fig. 1b), as well as

the greater length and duration of fetch of the CAO air

mass, and thus the total warming and moistening of the

boundary layer over the Labrador Sea region.

To summarize, in general PMCs during CAO events have

similar prevalence as PMCs during the winter season; however,

their genesis environments exhibit distinct characteristics

compared to winter season PMCs. In general there is a reduced

static stability, a deeper boundary layer, and stronger surface

energy exchange for PMC genesis during CAO events; fur-

thermore, this genesis takes place in relatively dry and cold

conditions. The main differences between PMC genesis con-

ditions for the two regions are that the temperature, moisture

content, and surface latent heat fluxes are higher over the

Labrador Sea.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have examined the spatial and temporal evolution

of CAO events in the Labrador Sea and Fram Strait region,

demonstrated the utility of a new CAOmetric, and established the

characteristics of PMC genesis associated with CAO events.

Despite CAOs being primarily an atmospheric phenomena,

commonly used definitions of CAO condition are based on the

sea–air temperature difference, analogously to the bulk formula

for sensible heat fluxes. The implication of this definition is a

rather strong imprint of the spatial distribution of the sea sur-

face temperature, with higher SSTs along the ice edge favorable

for being labeled as (more intense) CAO conditions. We have

compared this definition with an alternative CAO metric, the

CAO depth, which is dependent on both the temperature and

the static stability in the lower troposphere and so is less sen-

sitive to a single level. The CAOdepth evolves with fetch as the

air mass is modified via air–sea interactions. Compared to the

CAO index, the spatial extent of the CAOdepth extends farther

downstream and is less tied to the ice edge. The spatial distri-

bution of CAO frequency more closely resembles the spatial

distribution of CAO depth than that of the CAO index. The use

of either CAO metric should depend on the objective of the

FIG. 11. The genesis time of PMCs relative to the CAO event

duration for the first PMC of the CAO event (dark) and all asso-

ciated PMCs (light).

FIG. 10. (a) Number of polar mesoscale cyclones per CAO event for the Labrador Sea (blue) and the Fram

Strait region (red) during the winter season and (b) PMC genesis rates (units: day21) during all CAO events

(light), during CAO events with PMCs (medium), and during long-lasting CAO events (dark). A long-lasting

CAO event has a duration . 85th percentile of all CAO events, which is 6.9 (5.5) days for the Labrador Sea

(Fram Strait) region.
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study; the CAO depth is more representative of the evolving

CAO air mass, while the CAO index is more representative of

the potential for surface sensible heat loss from the ocean.

One drawback of using the CAO depth is that it is computa-

tionally more expensive than the CAO index, although still

cheaper than a Lagrangian approach (cf. Papritz and Spengler

2017). The CAO depth might be preferred over the CAO index

in situations where the spatial extent of the CAO events matters,

such as for associating CAO events with PMCs, precipitation, or

the complete interaction with the underlying ocean. During the

winter season in theNorthAtlantic region, thewintermean latent

heat fluxes are larger than the sensible heat fluxes except for a

narrow strip along the ice edge. Just off the ice edge the CAO air

mass’s low temperature, and hence low specific humidity, hinders

surface latent heat fluxes, although as the CAO air mass evolves

downstream the latent heat fluxes increase. Thus, a CAO defi-

nition based on the air–sea temperature differences, such as the

CAO index, might not fully capture the spatial extent of the

combined heat extraction from the underlying ocean.

Our collection of CAO events is based on anomalously cold

events with respect to climatological conditions over the

Labrador Sea and Fram Strait. Both regions experience be-

tween 3 and 8 CAO events per winter, with CAO events typ-

ically lasting 2–5 days and occasionally lasting longer than a

week. In both regions, composite analysis shows that the off-ice

lower-tropospheric flow is found at the rear of a synoptic-scale

surface cyclone (i.e., the cyclone is located eastward of the

CAO region, and is accompanied by a cold upper-level trough

over the CAO region). As the CAO matures the upper-level

trough and the low-level CAO air mass move eastward, with

CAO events over the Labrador Sea extending into the

Irminger Sea, and CAO events over the Fram Strait extending

into the Barents Sea.

Despite the nearly 208 difference in latitude between the

Labrador Sea and Fram Strait, distributions of the tempera-

ture, surface turbulent exchange, and tropospheric structure

are rather similar both during CAO events and the winter

season. The exception is the boundary layer depth, which is

greater over the Labrador Sea. The persistence of CAO con-

ditions over the Labrador Sea is slightly higher than for the

Fram Strait, both in the mean and maximum duration of

CAO events.

FIG. 12. Characteristics of polar mesoscale cyclone genesis over the Labrador Sea (LS; blue) and the Fram Strait (FS; red) during the

winter season (November–March 2002–18) and during CAO events. Values are area-averaged over a radius of 150 km during genesis.

Shown are kernel density estimates for each variable (as labeled) during the winter season (dashed lines) and during CAO events (solid

lines). Median values for the respective distributions are marked with thin lines and noted in parentheses in the legend.
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The results of this study indicate that most (2/3) of CAO

events are associated with PMCs, yet a significant fraction (1/3)

of CAO events are not. The lack of PMC genesis during

roughly a third of the CAOeventsmakes them a poor proxy for

PMC genesis, as over the entire winter season CAO events are

not associated with enhanced PMC frequencies. PMC genesis

associated with CAO events occurs over the entire life cycle of

an event, and primarily within the CAO air mass. PMC genesis

conditions during CAO events exhibit distinctly different

characteristics than those of PMCs over the whole winter

season. PMC genesis during CAO events takes place in a rel-

atively cold, dry, and shallow troposphere, with enhanced

surface heat exchange and a decreased static stability. In the

Labrador Sea region PMC genesis conditions are often warmer

andmoister than the Fram Strait region, and thus accompanied

by stronger latent heat fluxes and a deeper boundary layer.

Our results illustrate that CAO conditions are not sufficient

for triggering PMC genesis, and thus an emerging question is

the following: Why are not all CAO events associated with

PMCs?With PMC genesis rates independent of the duration of

CAO events, and PMCs occurring during all phases of CAO

events and covering the entire CAO air mass extent, there

must be some additional triggers. These would include inter-

action with underlying SST gradients, orographic features, the

emergence of local convergence lines, or a mobile upper-level

trough [see Terpstra and Watanabe (2020) for an overview of

genesis triggers]. Furthermore, it is unclear if these triggers are

any different during CAO events than during the entire winter

season. The dataset provided in this study could serve as a

stepping stone for further investigation of PMCs and their

characteristics, both during CAO events and the winter season,

including their interactions with the underlying ocean and their

effects on the air masses that embed PMCs.
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